CNC MACHINING CENTERS

World class machines with the
best local support to match
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AROUND-THE-CLOCK
WORK? NO PROBLEM.
CNC Machining centers from Axiconn are being used by
woodworkers, plastics fabricators, solid surface specialists, 3-D mold
makers, sign makers, display manufacturers, tool & die makers and
more. Our customers are increasing their production and meeting
demand like they never imagined possible.
We build our machines to handle the most rigorous production
demands. All of our machines are full size and engineered for
fabricating parts around-the-clock!

New to CNC? We will train you!
CNC technology is easier to use than ever before. You will not need to
hire a specialist. We provide on-site training at the time of installation,
with most customers quickly becoming skilled users.
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Axiconn machines are designed for easy
maintenance and built to the strictest
standards using the best industrial-quality
components.
Each of our full-size machines is available
with a standard 3000mm by 1500mm cutting
area and can travel at speeds ranging from
8,000 to 18,000 millimeters-per-minute. Our
growing list of accessories includes
High-speed (up to 40,000 RPM) spindles,
tool changers, vacuum fixturing systems,
dust collectors, Controller cabinets and more.
And, our Motion Systems takes advantage of
the user-friendly interface of a Windows-based
PC controller.
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Every one of our CNC machining centers is
fully tested and inspected before it leaves
our manufacturing facility. Each machine is
delivered completely assembled and prewired to help minimize installation and
set-up time.
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Installation and training services are
performed by our own employees the same
ones who build the machines.
The typical application of CNC Routers are-Wooden Interiors
-Signmakers
-Interior Specialist
-Name boards & Crafts
-3D Mould makers
-Designer furniture
-Cabinet makers
-Wooden/MDF design grills
-Windows and doors
-ACP Processing
-Granite engraving and polishing
-Plastic and Vinyl etc.
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Materials processed include-Wood and wood products
-MDF
-Multi wood
-Plastics and Acrylic
-Corian
-Fundermax
-Hylam/Phenolic
-Non Ferrous metals
-Marble and granite
-Nylon and Teflon
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PROMAX-3000

Series

AIR COUNTER-BALANCE
Offsets weight of spindle
assembly.

3m X 1.5m
CUTTING
AREA !

25-MM RAIL SYSTEM
WITH PRESSURIZED AND
LUBRICATED BEARINGS

DUAL HIWIN
ROTATING-NUT
BALL SCREW

300mm

SHOWN WITH OPTIONAL
ALUMINUM NO-ZONE
THRU-VACUUM PLENUM GRID

Regenerative
vacuum pump

FULL-PERIMETER
EMERGENCY
STOP CABLE

THROAT
CLEARANCE
AVAILABLE

Optional
dust skirts

Pressurised
oil pump

ALL MOVING PARTS
ARE PRESSURIZED
AND LUBRICATED

PERFECT FOR
NEST-BASED
FABRICATING !
Package includes
nested-based
router tooling kit.

FLOOR MOUNTING
& LEVELING PLATES

A COST- EFFECTIVE SOLUTION
FOR MOST APPLICATIONS
The Servo-powered Promax3000 is
our top of the line model and perfect
for those new to CNC technology.
It is also a great second or third
machine for manufacturers looking
to expand their current production
capabilities.

INTEGRATED TABLE STRUCTURE IS
DELIVERED COMPLETELY ASSEMBLED
TO MINIMIZE INSTALLATION CHARGES.

The CNT-1000 Series is a full-sized, Servopowered,
high-performance machine designed for heavier
applications, including nested-based fabrication of
plastics, hardwoods, solid surface and non-ferrous
metals.

Features
A 3000mm by 1500 machining area;
AC-brushless Servo drives providing travel speeds
up to 18000mm per minutes
An IBM-compatible PC with state-of-the-art CNC motion
control software and controller cabinet
15 KW spindle for the most demanding application

Colombo spindle
with ATC

Hiwin ballscrew
& Bearings

Specifications
Repeatability
.005mm
Positioning Accuracy
±.01mm
Cutting Area
3m by 1.5m*
Z-axis Travel
300mm
Rapid Traverse
18MPM
Drive Motor
Servo
Drive System
(X & Y-axes)
Helical Rack-and-pinion**
(Z-axis)
HIWIN Ball Screw
Controller
Windows XP PC
Warranty
1 Year
Weight
Approx. 1500Kgs.

*Custom sizes also available
**All-ballscrew machine available

STANDARD FEATURES &
OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES
Industrial-quality reliable components
Our CNC System comes with the dynamics to add
components for affordable and flexible use, be it
spindle misting system, auto tool touch off for
the 12 station tool changer or the various
aggregates available with us.

MPG Handwheel

We have flexible collet to work with ER-16,
ER-20, ER-32 or ER-40. For your custom needs we
can also provide ISO-30 or HSK-F63 tool changer.

The use of low backlash gearbox
from Neugart Germany enables
our machines to run at higher
feedrates and maintain accuracy
throught the life of the machine.

The crucial design aspect of our machines comes
with the flexible manufacturing and options to
add new components later, this can save you a
lot of investment in the case of an upgrade or
expansion at a later stage. You will not find this
flexibility with the imported machines.

The Promax machine can
be adapted with Knife cutting. A tangential steering
system steers the knife
blade as it cuts, making it
ideal for highly intricate
results.

Complete cabinet protects the
controller and all the electronics
from the harsh environment of the
shopfloor. Thus your machine has
an extended life and runs trouble
free.

Z axis touch off

STANDARD ON
ALL MODELS
You can always expect a lot more with
our machines. With the range of
available aggregates added to our
machines we can turn the routers to a
full fledged panel processing center.

VACUUM SYSTEM WITH BLOWER
Our vacuum systems
feature plenum grid
made of phenolic. The
available pump types
are regenerative
blower of upto 20HP
power. The vacuum
table also houses grid
or T-slot type clamping
system that can be
used alongwith.

HIWIN Bearings use recirculating balls between the rail and the blocks, the hiwin guideways achieve
high precision linear motion that can withstand substantial load in perpendicular and transverse
axes. The use of ballscrew increases the overall accuracy and reduces the vibration.

Be sure to visit
www.axiconn.com
for the full range of machines,
latest updates, product offerings
and operating tips.

www.axiconn.com
COCHIN BANGALORE
9746262618 9620230424
9388455583 8904088661

info@axiconn.com
sales@axiconn.com

Product upgradation is a continous process,
hence data in this catalogue is subject to
change without prior notice. For the latest
information, please get in touch with our
sales office.

